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Exhibition Forward by Edward Lucie-Smith
There was a time when the art of painting
- the visual image made by hand - was the
dominant factor in visual communication,
which in turn enjoyed a universal role
in the conversation between cultures,
transcending the barriers imposed by
differing languages. This situation has
now to some extent been changed by the
increasing roles of still photography and
film.
In today’s society, we have access to a vast
mass of mechanically produced images.
Many of these contain a strong element of
what we recognise as artistic intervention
– that is they are subjective comments on
what has been seen and then recorded, but
they are not the products of independent
imagination. Subjectivity, however, intrudes
even when today’s painters are determined
to exclude it, as for example when they are
trying to produce a portrait, or the realist
image of a still life or a landscape.
One result of this situation has been the
rise in Western art, from the early 20th
century onwards, of purely abstract art – of
images that make no apparent reference
to what has been seen, but which exist
as independent visual inventions. Another
more recent consequence in much
contemporary figurative painting has
been an obsessive fascination with selfportraiture. It is as if the only kind of image
over which painters now feel they have
unchallenged control is the image of the
self.
10

This new series of paintings by British artist
Joe Machine deliberately challenges these
assumptions. They are examples of what
used to be called ‘history painting’, which
was for a long time revered as in the West,
the highest, most ambitious form of artistic
expression. They represent imagined
personages and scenes, set in remote
periods of the past. Most of them refer to
the Christian tradition, but there are, in
addition, references both to the traditions
of Judaism, and to those of Islam.
Many of the personages represented will
be obscure even to a very well-informed
Christian audience. Who, for example, was
St Dunstan (said to have been born around
the year 909 Christian era), who foiled the
Devil, frustrating the Evil One’s plans on
numerous occasion? And who immediately,
when his name is mentioned, recalls the
story of Aristobules, of Jewish Cypriot origin,
first Bishop of Roman Britain, brother to the
Apostle Barnabas? Aristobules is revered
as a saint in the Orthodox Church, and
Cypriot folklore says that he was eventually
eaten by cannibals.
There are references to better known
stories as well. One painting represents an
encounter between the English king and
crusader Richard the Lionheart and his
legendary Islamic opponent Saladin, two
chivalrous captains of armies, meeting as
equals.
The style and format chosen for these
works is consistent. The images owe their

characteristics to a number of related
sources. First of all, and most obviously, to
medieval book illustrations. But also, to both
Persian and Mughal miniature painting. All
these modes are particularly well suited to
visual narrative, they are also well adapted
to delivering crisply iconic versions of the
subjects and personages portrayed. There
is no attempt at realistic portrayal. The
actors in these scenes are iconic entities.
If one looks, for example, at two scenes
with – in the historical sense – quite widely
divorced subject-matter, one notes the
consistency of approach. One image
portrays the Caliph of Cordoba, the Islamic
ruler of what, in medieval times, was quite
a large share of the territory we now call
Spain. The other shows an encounter
between King Arthur, legendary defender
of Britain against the invading Saxons,
hero of the largely fanciful narratives about
King Arthur and the Round Table, and the
enchanter Merlin. The images are designed
to offer the spectator who looks at them the
essence of the personages depicted.

offered in this exhibition do not string out
the stories they offer sequentially, as stripcartoons do. Instead of that, they seek to
encapsulate the whole story within one
location. The whole story exists within
a frame, sometimes encapsulated in a
single human figure - Nimue of the Pale
Countenance, for example.
In this sense, Joe Machine can be thought
of, not as an archaising artist, but as one
who is very much of our own time.
Edward Lucie-Smith: British critic well known for
numerous books about modern and contemporary
art. Some of these are now regarded as standard
texts and have been through numerous revised
editions, being frequently translated. He is widely
travelled, including visits to China, Russia, the Gulf
States, Iran, India and most of the nations of Latin
America.

One of the ways in which some
contemporary art has, in very recent
developments, seemed to return to aspects
of the past has been through a renewal of
interest in narrative. In one way, this is not,
if one thinks about it, entirely unexpected.
Many aspects of contemporary culture are
linked to an interest in storytelling. These
popular narratives range from serials on
television to comic strips in newspapers.
Pop Art, at first glance very different from
what Joe Machine offers here, often has
a strong narrative thrust. The images
11

The Insistency of Prophecy - Exploring Abrahamic
faiths in the work of Joe Machine.
Text by Robin Dutt (2021)

To most, the Abrahamic faiths are distilled
down to a triumvirate (variants as they
are) to Judaism, Christianity and Islam.
There are, however, others that might be
less familiar to an international audience
but are nonetheless, ‘Abrahamic’ - Baha’i,
Samaritanism, Babism, Yazidism, Druzism,
Gnosticism, Shabakism and Rastafarianism
- all accepting the same concept of a single
god - who revealed himself to Abraham.
The thrilling aspect to consider is that what
is essentially a very concentrated area
of the world has given that world such
homogenous diversity.
Joe Machine’s eloquently and deftly
painted slices of aspects of characters of
this tradition does indeed include (and
has to) an image of Abraham with his son
Isaac, about to be sacrificed as a divine
command which cannot be countered if the
former has true faith and obedience to this
unknown but felt force of god. Other images
include those of Saladin, Saint Dunstan
and the Devil and even an enthroned
Queen of Sheba. The artist’s touch is light
and informed. Purposefully ‘crowded’. His
characters and their settings are of course
intentionally three dimensional but the way
he paints them also seems to suggest a deft
‘pasting’ of section upon section, image
upon image which results in a spectacular
and magnetic flatness. We move into
each painting to appreciate line, colour,

architectural details, rock formations or
fruits, flowing robes and vaulted skies,
each element providing visual and textual
contrast.
But the technique that Machine has
employed, suggests immediately ancient
tapestries, manuscripts on vellum or stain
glass windows. Some regarding them
can see the stridency of cards from the
major and minor Arcana. Indeed, would
it be fanciful to think of these works as
remnants from an inspiration for a card
game of life and destiny? Here we have
the real combined with the gift of human
imagination to mythologize.
These are striking works, clearly created with
consistency and passion - that consistency
forthright, that passion communicable.
The artist tells ancient, unlinked and yet
ultimately linked stories with a most voluble
verve.
These are stories of eternal retelling.
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“Joe Machine’s work comes from a very deep place. A
place where spirituality, myth and legend meet. Out of
this fusion comes a richness seldom present in
contemporary art. He brings the past to life in a manner
which reflects both the ancient heritage of humankind
and a current search for meaning. His paintings reflect
our own fascination with the past and the extraordinary”.
John Matthews: Author and Mythographer

Islamic Series

The Rider (2021)
acrylic on canvas
150 x 100 cm / 59 x 39 1/3 in.
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The Rider

Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)
A man much used to killing but the trouble
of it is in his eyes. He puts out his hand to
touch my face. The green pennants of
his guards, like dragon’s tails, furl around
their spears. My mother gives him the
benedictions of Christ in a hoarse torrent
as she holds me close. She almost breaks
me with her embrace. Sky spins as I am
lifted high. The soldiers part with guttural
salutations as our horse steps between
rubble.
I know these memories are impossible. I was
only three months old. They are gleaned
from my mother’s hushing whispers when
I was at her breast and the snatches of her
sleep-talk when we rolled in the ship that
sailed from Acre. I listened on her knee to
the tale she told to an astonished monk in
Nicosia.
*
I am Adela, a Frank from the lost Kingdom.
I have grown old among the Greeks. I
live on an estate with vineyards below the
Troodos mountains. My mother was a
seamstress to Queen Sybilla. In Cyprus she
became a washerwoman.
My only inheritances are a bracelet linked
with silver dirhams and glass beads. She
said the beads were very old. I do not know
which is more precious, the bracelet, or the
given stories of the Saracen, for when I was
a baby Saladin saved me and here follows
18

all that I know of him.
*
The army of the Cross were camped amid
the well-watered orchards of Sepphoris,
birthplace of the Blessed Virgin. Among
the captains were King Guy of Lusignan
and King Raymond of Tripoli and Ranald
of Chatillon. They set out for Tiberius
on a clear morning. In the van rode the
Raymond’s knights. Also, the stern Templars
and Hospitallers in their white and black
surcoats. The dust of the road quickly rose
and dulled their glinting armour.
Saracen archers began to prickle the army
on every side. Raymond knew the ground
well and soon realised they would never
make Tiberius. The men and horses were
thirsty, so Raymond had the army change
course for the springs nearby. It was on
the Horns of Hattin that Saladin broke the
great Crusader force.
I wonder when those kings and generals
realised trap into which they had been
driven? As dusk came on they saw that
the way to the springs was blocked by the
enemy. At nightfall they came to a bare flat
place and it was as if they had been sewn
up in a velvet bag, for they were encircled.
The thirst was raw in their throats and the
Saracens lit brush fires all around to further
choke them. None slept, for all through the
dark hours taunting songs and drumming
assailed them.

Dawn broke like a clang of brass over the
heads of the crusaders. Heat came quickly,
scorching off the shadows.
Parched
Crusaders arose from their stifling tents,
tormented with thoughts of cool breaking
water. The war horses trembled and
foamed at the bit. Trumpeters could not
cough enough spit to sound the clarion.
Both men and horses sweated under mail
and harnesses. The salt stung their eyes.

slaughtered for he knew they would never
accept his peace. Yet he could also show
the greatest magnanimity. At the gates
of Jerusalem, he promised that the Franks
could leave safely upon payment of a
ransom. There were those who could
not afford to pay, so Saladin let them go
anyway. He allowed the Jews to settle
again in the city and the Greek Christians
continued to live there unhindered.

Three times the Crusaders charged stirrup
to stirrup thundering towards their enemy.
Three times they were scattered. The
fleet footed Saracen mares danced bitter
murder around crusader stallions. At last
there was a rout and the great general fell
to his knees in humble prayer.

One of his pronouncements is still familiar
on our tongues. ‘l warn you against the
shedding of blood, indulging in it and
making a habit of it. For blood never sleeps.’

The standards of the Crusaders were laid
at the feet of Saladin. A fragment of the
True Cross was taken as booty and borne
away to Damascus. It has been forever
lost to us. A whole parade of princes
were captured. Dusty and weary Guy
of Lusignan and Raynald of Chatillon
were brought to Saladin’s pavilion. They
bowed to the general who passed a finely
wrought goblet to Guy. It was filled with
iced sherbet. When he had slaked his thirst
he passed the goblet to Raynald. However,
Saladin, in sharp anger, dashed the goblet
from Raynald’s grasp, saying ‘I did not ask
this evil man to drink.’ His eyes flashed as
he accused Raynald of breaking oaths and
truces. There and then, in front of Guy and
his own lieutenants, he beheaded Raynald.
He could be terrible and swiftly so. He had
all the knights Templars and Hospitallers

*
It must have been a sight to see the Saracen
soldiers giving way to my mother, distraught
and distracted. She had come seeking an
audience with Saladin. Her baby had been
stolen and sold in the market. Saladin
was consulting his maps and sending out
messengers. Yet he paused to hear my
mother’s complaint. She said his eyes were
restless but they came to dwell on her as
she spoke. He reached the purse that hung
at his belt and told a burly captain to go out
and buy the baby back.
Cries of victory erupt from the lips of his
bodyguards as I am folded back into my
mother’s arms. He gives us a horse upon
which we ride away to the port.
I heard that when Saladin died his followers
found that he had given all his money away
and there was not enough to pay for his
burial.
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The Golden Age of Al-Andalus (2021)
acrylic on canvas
150 x 100 cm / 59 x 39 1/3 in.
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The Golden Age of Al-Andalus
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

Towards the end of his life Abd al-Rahman proclaimed ‘Oh man
place not thy confidence in this present world.’
Yet, while the petty nations of Europe were still climbing from the
confusion of the dark ages there was a realm of light in Spain. Vast
libraries preserved the ancient learning of the Greeks, the Roman
poems Ovid and Virgil. Quiet palaces and stately mosques rose in
serene marble. Gardens were laid out with cool fountains.
There have been many attempts to create heaven on earth. The
very aspiration invariably lays the path towards disaster. The
kingdom of Cordoba was imaginably the closest man has come to
achieving the goal of a tangible paradise.
Then again, perhaps this is all fancy. For most of his reign Abd
al-Rahman was beset by wars. Many enemies plotted Cordoba’s
destruction. Nevertheless, for nearly fifty years commerce, art and
religion were held in the balance. There is a sense that moments in
Al-Andalus had a fleeting perfection.
And it would have been good to recline under the lemon trees at
night and listen to the sonorous, calming oud, while a bishop, a
rabbi and an imam conversed freely and kindly.
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The Pilgrimage of Ibn Battuta (2021)
acrylic on canvas
150 x 100 cm / 59 x 39 1/3 in.
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Ibn Battuta - Veracious Ranger
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

Ibn Battuta, I feel like a carpet dealer from
some long ago bazaar. I throw your book
of travels into the air to see how the colours
land. Each time the pages settle differently,
and the stories unroll.
*
When you set out on that June morning
your path to Meccah’s Holy House had
been freshly swept. And it seemed from
the start that you were being furnished with
a story by those wise sheiks who ushered
you onwards with foretelling. Those men
were way-posts and you were always the
expected stranger.
In Alexandria the lame Sheikh Burhanuddin
told you sleep on the roof above his cell.
You dreamed of being taken on the wings
of a great bird over long desert tracts to
the east, to a place where all was strange
and green. Next morning, Burhanuddin
saw that your eyes had taken on the far
searching gleam of a falcon. On your
breath he scented snow, watermelons, the
tang of sun-glinting waves. In your voice
he heard the ringing names of distant
cities, like cups on a copper tray. He gave
you silver coins to help you on your journey
and these you kept purse-fast, unspent, all
the way to India.
For a jurist, with the certain calligraphies of
the law at your recall, it was a wonder that
you were always ready to take the words of
so many riddling men who enjoyed visions
26

of the unseen.
At al-Khidir and Ilyas, by the shore of
Abadan, you sought out a famous widely
travelled hermit. He looked at you as if
through glass and saw the fresh gardens
beyond death beckoning him. Afterwards
your companions searched high and low,
but they found the hermitage swept clean
and bare and there was no sign of the
imam. No one could say where he had
gone. Yet later, a man whose vocation it
was to light the mosque lanterns was on his
way home in the darkness and the aged
hermit was waiting on the road. He held
out a fresh fish and the lamplighter was
bidden to take the fish as a dinner gift to
you.
Those men stood where three ellipses
trisect - those of dreams, of the working
day and of the world to come. Was it in
Jeddah that a blind man knocked at your
door one night? He told you to go back and
find the ring you had given to a beggar, for
he knew there were holy secrets engraved
in the gold.
So many messengers stirred the auguries
of chance for you. On the wind-riven
peaks of Sinjar a nameless mystic gave you
more coins. He knew that you were always
bound to be passing through and with his
silver he speculated in you.
*

Lawyer, wheeler-dealer, pioneer, your
traversings were many. You hitched a ride
on a salt caravan with its cargo of slabs,
like blunted ice. In the Hindu Kush you
spread felt cloths under the camel’s hooves
to stop them sinking into the snow. Yet you
lost your cargo to bandits.
On night treks across countless moonscalloped dunes you drifted in the vacant
quarters between constellations. As with
all such star-mariners your great joy was
to stand before the swinging gates of a
foreign city and pass through into the
throng of hawkers and fakirs; the apes,
parrots, and dates.
When the sailor comes to town he takes a
new love. So it was with you. Concubines
and wives; each one the fresh and latest
model.
All pervious trysts forgotten.
When you splash-landed on the Maldives
you took on four marriages because the
dowries were cheap. But your eternal lust
was for wandering. It confided constantly
at your ear, whispering of the next voyage
and the untravelled road. So it was no
trouble at all to shake off those women and
step uncluttered into the next day.
*
There were wonders out in the wilderness.
Place names that sprung on the tongue.
Near to Khwarizm in wide Turkestan lay the
fast flowing Jayhun, known to the Greeks
as the Oxus, said to be one of the four
rivers that coursed down from Paradise.
Each year it froze enough to bear a man’s
weight. Ibn Battuta from dusty Tangier,

perhaps you could have walked its winter
track all the way to the Beautiful Mansions
of Everlasting Bliss.
Instead, your wandering took you to Bolghar
and further into the Land of Darkness,
the blizzard waste of long nights. There
were beings out in the white beyond who
would leave furs arranged in a pile, yet the
traders could not say if they were men or
jinn. You looked north and shuddered in
that absolute, then rode back towards Ukak
and the mountains of the flame-bearded
Rus.
Fifty days later you came to the Greek
marches
and
then
Constantinople,
Micklegard of the Varangians, navel of
Christendom. And there you were received
by gaunt Andronikos the Palaiologos,
forlorn descendant of the Ceasars, in whose
gaze the centuries flashed.
At one of the thirteen silver-plaqued arches
of the great Aya Sophia you balked, for all
who entered had to prostrate themselves
before a great cross. Did you turn and look
to the west, and think of the hotch-potch
of Christian kingdoms all stacked against
each other until they petered out on the
edge of the wild Atlantic?
In a monastery dressed in marble and
mosaic there were five hundred virgins.
In the pulpits, boys, each one a king’s son,
sang the kontakion. To you their soaring
voices were as beautiful as tears.
*
A brittle chime of breaking crockery in the
27

narrow lanes of Damascus. A slave boy
picks up the shards of a bowl that has just
slipped from his grasp. You are drawn to
his weeping and looking down you see
the glossy fragments in his dusty fingers.
When the boy cups the bowl it looks whole
again. But this can never be, for as soon as
his clasp loosens it opens like a segmented
orange. However, in the instant of its
fissured re-forming you see designs as
strange as if the bowl had just fallen from
the sky. A lion-faced dragon, with fiery
talons, all scales and menace, swims under
curious lacquer. You take one splinter and
touch the sheen.
The boy is distraught. He says his master
will beat him now for the breakage. His
eyes are like wet pebbles. A passer-by
comforts him. ‘Go to a certain man,’ he says,
‘who holds endowments. A replacement
will be purchased. Do not worry’. As the
little slave walks off into the crowd you call
after him.
‘Where did the bowl come from?’
‘China,’ is the reply.
In Quanzhou there are bells the shape of
small bowls and by gentle stroking they
can be made to sing. That morning in
Damascus, city of jasmine, you must have
heard a soft ringing call. Below the tilting
peaks of the Tien Shan, Kunlun and Pamir
ranges a silk ribbon unfurled across eight
thousand miles, beckoning, daring you to
turn towards the utter east.
*
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You kissed the hands of many Khans but in
Delhi you walked along the blade of a fickle
master. The sultan gave gifts and drew
blood in equal measure. His elephants
were shod with black iron and trampled all
who incurred his displeasure. Other times
the trumpets sounded like claxons and
the elephants came with swaying heads
through streets strewn with rose petals.
Their trappings flashed in beaten gold, all
set with pearls and Si Lankan rubies. From
his howdah the sultan threw coins and the
people scrabbled for them among the
cobbles.
Lavishment and terror attended your
service to the magnificent tyrant and this
must have kept you on your toes. A score of
jurists, better than you, had been tickled by
the lick of the headsman’s sword.
Once the sultan summoned you to the
presence of an ash-smeared yogi who
rose into the air before your eyes and you
swooned in astonishment. Later he grew
wary of you and provisioned four slaves to
follow your every move. Yet in the turnabout
manner of all such potentates the wind
changed and he decided you were to be
his ambassador to China, because of your
‘love of sightseeing.’
*
The crew of the Chinese treasure ships
numbered a thousand men. There were
secret suites and salons within the four
decks.
Behind locked doors wealthy
merchants and their wives wiled the sea
passage from Calicut all the way to the

home ports.
You set foot on deck and twelve sails braced
against the monsoon wind to take took you
to another world.
Busy China of a million workshops. Silk so
plentiful and cheap that even the beggars
wore glossy robes. The language was all
seesaw and laughter. In this farthermost
place, you were scandalised and
bewildered. They ate pigs and frogs. They
venerated unnumbered idols. In the house
a friendly khan, a man climbed a rope and
disappeared into the void. This was the
strange green country of your long-ago
dream in Alexandria.

again, as if from a fable. There were few
alive to recognise the returning wanderer.
‘Twenty years absent,’ said the imam of the
Malakis in amazement, as he looked you
over; beard now frosted and skin tightened.
‘Your father and son, both are dead. Long
gone.’
There were still travels of course - Cordoba,
Mali, Timbuktu. Yet these were the last
approaches, the long way round, dalliances,
as you homed for Tangier. Then at last you
settled to yarn-spin your adventures.
Ibn batutta, our veracious ranger, here is
silver for your palm. Begin again. Take my
hand. Open the book. Lead me.

At Sin Kalan there was a cave-cloistered
hermit who was two hundred years old.
As soon as he grasped your hand he knew
you. ‘Think back through the years,’ he said.
‘In a cell on an island there was a man who
gave you dinars for your journey. I was
that man.’ With that he went back through
the dark arch of boulders and was seen
no more. Your companions searched the
empty chamber. They found a servant who
presented another sum to you as guest
money.
It was time to turn back.
*
A grim herald strode before you, lowering
its mantle over Syria. Cities hummed with
pestilence in each alleyway and market
square.
Rose water and vinegar did
nothing to turn the plague away.
And here you came, walking into Damascus
29

The Peace Treaty (2021)
acrylic on canvas
125 x 160 cm / 49 1/4 x 63 in.
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The Peace Treaty

Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)
When Richard the Lionheart lay dying in
Aquitaine he told his mother of all that he
had seen and done in the Holy Land. The
glory of riding out along the whole line of
the Saracen army with the pennant of the
Cross fluttering on his lance in the blue
morning gave him cause to smile despite
his festering wound. None of the enemy
had so much as loosed an arrow at him.
His wild bravado stunned them to silence
and the Muslim chroniclers wrote it down
as a wonder.
Like Saladin, Richard was capable of
sudden brutal action. He had kept nearly
three thousand Arab hostages in Acre
as surety that Saladin would honour the
peace treaty they had struck. However,
Richard fretted that he would not be able
to move quickly with the prisoners in his
train so he had them all killed without a
second thought.
Yet there had been honour out there in the
contested Country of Faith. On his last bed
Richard pondered on what he had brought
back with him to warring kingdoms of
Christendom. He and Saladin never met
but for a while, they coincided, always just
over one another’s horizon.
When Richard’s charger was killed on
the battlefield Saladin sent him one as
replacement.
When Richard fell sick
Saladin sent him his best physicians.
Saladin loved poetry and music. He knew

the Hamasah of Abu Tammam by heart. In
his chamber, as Richard’s wound ate deeper
he remembered how he had requested
that the general send musicians over to
him. He was enchanted by the grace notes
and melodies. In return Richard dispatched
many gifts to Saladin.
There had been horse lords in Europe since
the days of the Normans, but the Crusaders
came home as knights. The glamour and
code of chivalry had been learned on
the beating plains near Hattin and on the
ramparts of Jerusalem. It was Saladin, the
formidable foe, who had tutored Richard
from afar.
On the last day of his life, as his mother
tried to wash away his fever Richard called
for the man who had fired the bolt that had
shattered his shoulder. When his attendants
dragged him in Richard saw that he was
just a boy. He had fired his crossbow,
he said, in revenge, as Richard’s soldiers
had killed his father. Richard smiled and
forgave the boy, saying, ‘Live on and, by
my bounty behold the light of day.’
There was a treaty between Saladin and
Richard, but the war continued. Richard
called his enemy a great prince. Saladin
said there not a more honourable man
than Richard. They both knew that they
had each done bitter business. Yet these
compliments, sent across the lines, were a
kind of reminder to aim for a more noble
way.
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The Queen of Sheba (2021)
acrylic on canvas
150 x 100 cm / 59 x 39 1/3 in.
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The Queen of Sheba
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

I am made of cardamon, cloves, bay and cinnamon. When you eat
a dish of rice and wonder about the taste on the tip of your tongue
– that is me. A queen from The South (wherever that is), I come into
history once and then leave it.
From the sands, I was borne on the backs of sweating men to
Solomon’s gates. His wisdom drew me. I brought ivory and gold.
My people piled these at his feet. That was before I made my
entrance.
I mounted the steps to his great hall. My skin was slick with oil of
rose, lily and myrrh. My essence snaked the air and he could drink
me before he saw me. When I walked across the polished floor his
700 wives parted before me. I wore only a fine silver chain at my
waist, a ruby at my navel and a bracelet of tiny bells.
This was Solomon, in his prime, but dumbstruck. As the son of David,
he was also a musician. When we were alone he sang, deep in the
bass, of his longing for me. His much-reputed wisdom deserted
him in the bedchamber. All was exactly as I had arranged.
Next morning, before Solomon had woken I slipped from the silk
sheets and commanded my train to take us back into the desert.
Not until we had put three day’s march behind us did I signal the
musicians to play in celebration of the gift I carried away with me.
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The General (2021)
acrylic on canvas
150 x 105 cm / 59 x 41 in.
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The General

Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

Restless horseman come from the emptiness, striking and then gone
again. Your fifty battles should be counted out like beads on a silver
chain - Aqraba, Aleppo, Bosra, Buzakha, Hazir, the Iron Bridge
and more. Ruthless as the sun and clever as water. On the horizon
your armies shimmered. Time and again you uttered, like a sudden
spring flood and washed the Byzantines away. In full panoply, the
Sassanid cataphracts fell back before you, like scorched lilies.
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“Joe Machine is one of the most important British artists,
the successor to Francis Bacon and William Blake”.
Edward Lucie-Smith, art critic, author and poet

Saints of Britain

Bede the Venerable (2020)
acrylic on canvas
91 x 122 cm / 35 4/5 x 48 in.
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Bede the Venerable

Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)
It is the year 730. See the old monk in his
cell at Jarrow. The cold wind picks through
the casement. His skin is as pale as the
vellum on his desk. Outside is grey with
sleet. Winter in Northumbria can last until
Easter. Bede rubs his eyes. He is reaching
down he paths of the before times, but
often they are confused and twisting.
Sometimes they peter out altogether.
Today he is writing about a battle
somewhere in the west, where the Britons
had victory over the Saxons. He dips his
pen and writes, ‘Their leader at that time
was a certain Ambrosius Aurelianus, a
discreet man, who was, as it happens, the
sole member of the Roman race who had
survived the storm, in which his parents,
who bore a royal name perished.’
Bede reckons some three centuries have
passed since the fabled fight at ‘Mount
Badon.’ He has no idea of the exact
location. The storm he mentions is the birth
pang of his people and the cataclysm that
befell the Britons. He discounts the stories
of a certain Arthur that are still told around
campfires by peasants. The past has been
torn into scraps. Moreover, since none of
the preceding records mention the neverwas King Arthur, Bede gives him no place
in his own writing.

that which has nearly been forgotten.
Bede writes that there were mercenaries
- two brothers - Hengist and Horsa. They
came across the North Sea in the dying
years of Rome’s dominion over Britain.
These brothers fought for king Vortigen,
against the marauding Picts. But they
rebelled, for they found the soft green lands
of Britain pleasant. They sent messages for
their kindred to come. Soon war-troops of
Angles, Saxons and Jutes arrived.
Bede pauses again in his work, thinking of
Ambrosius. He imagines the weary general
decked in the faded purple of faded Roman
nobility, standing on a high grassy hill. In his
victory Ambrosius held back the advance
of the invaders for a few years. Until, one by
one, the fractured principalities went down
before the invaders.
Although he is tired, Bede resumes his
reckoning on time. Until, one by one, the
fractured principalities went down before
the setting sun.

All across the English lands monks are
sharing any fragments of learning that have
survived. These men pulse with the same
urgency as they try to distil the essence of
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Saint Dunstan & the Devil (2020)
acrylic on canvas
122 x 91 cm / 48 x 35 4/5 in.
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Saint Dunstan & the Devil
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

St Dunstan is fissling in his smithy. Tinkering
and tapping, he sits in a shaft of cool
sunlight. His hair is pale yellow, like harvesttime wheat.
He squints one of his eyes as he tools a
rectangle of red goatskin that will go to
make the binding of a copy of the gospel –
which is written in good brawny old Wessex
English, no less – Faeder ure thu the eart
on heofonum, si thin nama gehalgod.
And so too, intones St Dunstan as he goes
about his work. He has already made the
edgings for the book in gold and garnet.
These lie scattered over his bench, glinting
amid the chisels, scraps, awls and bodkins.
Tendril and interlacing – St Dunstan has
given twining life to the leather. He has
copied the gospel onto new vellum, and
painted each page with sprightly pictures:
long-bearded disciples meshed in the
calligraphy, fully fledged angels and dogs
whose tongues weave into an inky thicket
of coils at the borders of each page. Here
is a living, speaking book taking shape,
made to shout and chuckle and sing The
Word to the people of Sussex. St Dunstan
sits up and stretches. He reaches for an
apple cake.
There are a handful of these raw-legged
monks scattered across the country;
learned, scruffy men, padding the tracks,
living among the people, sharing their
food, cajoling them, thumbing invisible
signs of salvation on their foreheads.

Few places are as remote as Sussex in this,
the tenth century after the birth of the Christ.
It was the last place in England to accept the
Faith. The county is hemmed by marshes
on either side. The people are cussed
and straight. One of St Dunstan’s angels
flying across the miles of this landscape
would see only the green swathe of thick
forest running up towards the northern
hills. Just the odd ferule of smoke shows
where the little settlements are scattered
among the green. Oak and Iron; a monk
will be swallowed and marooned among
the musky trees.
They wear the new religion lightly here,
like a fresh suit of clothes, only to be put
on for special occasions. November is blod
monath, where they light fires to hold back
the coming darkness and remember the
animal sacrifices their grandfathers made.
Homes are hung with living green at the
midwinter feast and a great log is burned
and they still keep wassail in the New
Year, singing to their apple trees. Days
of the week are named for the old gods;
Tiw, Woden, Thunor, Freja. When they do
build churches they carve the beam bosses
with the grinning faces of green men who
are set there to guard the sacred space.
All is oak in these little churches, which
are creaking ships of faith in an ocean of
leaves. Wooden pegs hold everything in
place. But the thick doors are banded with
strong black Wealden iron.
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Yet the South Saxons love St Dunstan, who
has come from the west at the order of
far-off king Aethelstan. They love his silver
smithying, and his enamelling. They do
not understand his strange alphabet, but
they love the menageries and apostles he
draws in the margins of his books. When
he preaches in the church at Mayfield, they
love his magical story of the carpenter Jesus
who was nailed to a tree and yet came
back again through the mists of death to
tell them of his father who lives beyond the
sun.
If St Dunstan can be accused of any
particular sin it is that he is often too
absorbed in his crafty work to take notice
of the everyday affairs of the people of
Mayfield. Long after the particular events
that I am relating, he feels that he should
have heeded the hints and rumours far
earlier and so taken measures to nip things
in the bud, as it were.
For instance there was a young boy called
Garland who told him that all the unpicked
blackberries had turned mushy on the
morning of 10th October. Then another boy
called Clapshoe, who brings him a fresh
loaf each day, said that someone had told
him that a swineherd over in Heathfield was
out nutting and had met a tall stranger. He
was reaching for the cobs when the man
appeared on the other side of the hazel
tree. Smiling, the stranger held one of the
most loaded branches down for him, so that
he could fill his bag. When the swineherd
looked up to thank him, the stranger was
nowhere to be seen.
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. . . Anyway, I am asking you to see
St Dunstan now, sitting at his bench,
surrounded by all sorts of clutter. His little
forge is only just awake; the slinking coals
are orange in a dark corner. He is happy
that no one has come to look in on him this
morning. Often he jumps with a start to
find a curious villager standing at his door,
silently watching him as he goes about his
work. St Dunstan scratches his tonsure and
nibbles his cake. The shutters are open and
he can see a patch of woods leading down
to the stream where he goes to wash. His
coarse habit is rucked up to his knees. The
stool creaks. Crows carp. Golden leaves
pare away on the wind. Wood is being
chopped in the distance. St Dunstan drinks
the autumn air.
The corn is in and the people are salting
their bacon flitches. He has the sudden
feeling that everything is being held in
the balance, just as it should be. Then,
being a man of honest piety, he regrets his
momentary pleasure that no one has come
visiting, and he whispers a silent prayer of
repentance.
‘Goistering’ is a Sussex word for loud
feminine laughter.
Scarcely has the
prayer died on the monk’s lips when he is
astonished to hear his name being called
just outside the workshop in a voice like a
whole set of silver cutlery being dropped
down a well.
‘St Dustin! St Dustin! St Dustiiiin!’
He turns to the doorway. For a second the
morning light is eclipsed.

‘Hellooo, St Dustin?’
Quickly he pulls his brown habit down over
his pale legs. There are crumbs all over his
stubbly chin.
‘St Dustin? Ah, there you are.’ Hand on
one hip, laughing and sashaying, in comes
a woman, the like of which he has never
seen before. The rustle of fallen leaves
accompanies her as she sways. St Dunstan
is dumbfounded and swallows hard.
Because the sun is at her back she appears
at first as a series of disjointed fragments,
dazzling and flickering. What he does
notice immediately is an abundance of
golden flesh.
St Dunstan opens his mouth. ‘Err?’ he says.
‘Oh listen to your voice. Such a lovely
sound. Everywhere I go they say St Dustin
is so sophisticated, so cultured, so learned.’
The woman brushes black hair way from
her face; it tumbles across her shoulders.
Her eyes are silvery-grey like the dawn
glimmer across the Rother.
‘Err?’ replies the monk. His tongue is dry
and his heart hammers.
‘Hear him speak!’ She laughs and her
red mouth opens wide. ‘Oh, you beautiful
man.’
St Dunstan is many things, but he has never
been called beautiful. He has a kind of
scratchy, end-of-the-garden look about
himself. He looks best in a shed. He knows
he smells like freshly peeled mushrooms.
At last he is surprised to hear some words

tumble from his lips. ‘Madam,’ he says, ‘I
don’t believe we have … er - that is - I don’t
think I … er.’
The woman silences him by holding up one
finger. ‘No,’ she says. ‘You were going to
ask my name. But that is not important and
so I shan’t tell you. So just sit still and let
me look at you, and then I’ll tell you why I
came.’
He feels a strange flush come over him and
his lips are locked. He sits. The ‘looking’
seems to be more for St Dunstan’s benefit
than hers, for she taps across the workshop
and stands before him. She is wearing
a dress the colour of crimson dogwood
leaves. It stretches over her body like a
rumpled sheet. She smiles and is quiet. Her
black hair is glossed like simmering pitch.
You couldn’t be a man, and an artist to boot,
and not gaze at this woman in wonder.
Therefore, monk as he is, it is as an artist
and a man that he takes in the beam of his
visitor. Her skin is like pear wood that has
been stained to a dull gloss with beeswax.
He notices how she is never still and when
she moves it puts him in mind of a jar full
of honey pouring slowly to the floor. And
like golden honey, the light seems to shine
through her skin.
‘Oh, St Dustin you are everything that I
hoped you to be,’ she says.
He can’t place her breathy accent at all. It is
like mead infused with faraway spices. She
backs away and suddenly springs up to sit
on a table. Her dress is slashed to the thigh.
The monk looks down the long yard of her
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legs and sees how tiny her feet are, with
shiny black shoes tapering to sharp points.
Here is a woman for whom you would kick
down a door. As if reading his thoughts,
she rolls her eyes and her laughter clashes
across the room.
‘Good. Let us talk.’
St Dunstan feels his tongue suddenly
loosened. ‘Since you will not introduce
yourself, tell me, what can I do for you?’
‘See here’ says the woman. She motions
to her neck and there he sees a pendant.
She reaches for the clasp and undoes the
necklace.
St Dunstan feels a throbbing at his temples.
He must not look there, yet his eyes are
fixed on the darkening amber shadows
that lead down the low-cut front of her
dress. His eyes widen as if his lids will tear
at the corners when she bends forward and
hands him the pendant. He feels it hot and
heavy, but he cannot take his gaze away
from the semi-furled secret bosom.
‘It is broken,’ she says.
Relieved to be able to look anywhere but
‘there’, he stares at his palm and finds
a small silver spider sitting with its legs
splayed out to make a claw. The eyes are
six tiny rubies. It is an exquisite but cruel
object. The woman folds her hands over
his and when she touches him a sapling
tremor runs through his arm.
‘See my little spider. He is broken. One of
his legs has gone. I have come a long, long
way to find you, so you can fix him.’
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‘Where are you from?’ asked St Dunstan.
Again that laughter. ‘Ha ha, from the
back of the moon,’ she replies. ‘Why does it
matter where I am from, silly man? I have
walked all of the twittens and wappleways
to search for the great St Dustin.’
‘It’s very delicate work. I – er – that is –
I don’t think I want to . . .’ He is trying to
refuse this commission, for he notices that
the woman has broken up once more into
a series of parts. He doesn’t know if it is
his imagination, or the sunlight shuttering
across the dark of his workshop, but he
feels suddenly feverish.
Here are her legs mixed up with her wide
smile. Here is her tossed-back chin, her
black hair and always shadow between
her breasts. St Dunstan feels that a man
could place his hand on the ebb and flow
of this woman and the glide would never
end.
She has drawn close to him. ‘You can’t
refuse. I can pay you.’ Her breath smells
of cinnamon and it is like nettle rash on his
neck.
‘What will you pay?’ he croaks. She has
squeezed his fist so tightly the silver spider’s
remaining legs have broken the skin of his
palm, so he is relieved when she draws
away from him. Standing, she tip-tip-taps
on her little black shoes and puts one hand
back on her hip. He sees her whole again.
Her silver eyes do not blink. ‘Here is a little
knot that keeps my dress safely tied. I have
only to loosen this and it will fall to my

ankles. Imagine that, St Dustin. Yes, think
of that.’
The monk is off his stool. His brown habit
folds in woolly clumps around his ferrety
frame. In her heels the woman is a head
taller than he is. There is a fire in his cheeks.
He feels his shiny tonsure redden and he
trembles.
‘You are earth and I am fire,’ she croons.
‘You are an artist. What could you do with
this?’ She traces the glissade of her curves
with her painted fingers.
St Dunstan walks towards the woman.
Men have gone to the gallows with less
sense of purpose. He imagines the taste
of her skin and the arching of her naked
back. Her eyes are nearly closed as he
draws near. ‘Ah, perhaps you would like
to loosen this knot yourself.’ Her whisper
is like a midnight promise that darkens
the noon light. She thrusts her hips like a
dancer against his bony pelvis. Her little
shiny shoes make a slow timpani on the
tiles. He looks down at them.
Hesitantly, St Dunstan, Aethelstan’s holy
monk, the tinkering craftsman, loved by
the Sussex people, puts his arm around
the cinched waist of the crimson-dressed
woman and she leans towards him with
her red lips parted …
Imagine you are standing outside the
monk’s little workshop. You hear a scalding
shriek as if a fox has slammed its paw in the
hen house door. It is a sound that fetches
the bile up to eat at your teeth. This is the
jagged scream that breaks from the lips of

the woman. For St Dunstan has reached
behind her to his forge, where his favourite
heavy tongs have been lying in the live
coals all morning. And with these he has
firmly nipped her nose between tow tangs
of red-hot iron.
‘How dare you come here with all your
hussying tricks,’ he shouts, as the woman
squirms and tries to wrestle with the hissing
tongs.
‘Aiyee St Dustin! What are you doing? Ay,
my lovely nose!’
‘Stop that,’ he cries. ‘Your shoes have given
you away.’
For of course what St Dunstan has noticed
is how those little pointy black heels
have wavered for a second in his sight
and showed themselves to be two neat,
lacquered, tapping, cloven hoofs.
With a tug he pulls the screaming woman
this way and that.
‘Now, now now, enough of all your clitterclatter’ says St Dunstan, grunting with the
effort. ‘You must come forth and show
yourself, for as you know,’ (tug, tug, tug) ‘for
as you know, I have you fast pinned by this
Sussex iron and you must COME FORTH!’
At this he gives the woman’s nose such a
wrench he half-expects it to come clean
off.
‘Oh the pain, the cruelty. Yo me estoy
muriendo!’ Tears like gledes of lead run
down her cheeks and blister St Dunstan’s
hands. Yet now she spasms and convulses
and then she is swallowed by a cloud of
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choking sulphur. St Dunstan feels a great
counter-pull, but he hangs on for dear life
and squeezes the pincers even tighter. The
sulphur blinds him for a second but when he
opens them there, cringing rudely and red
at the end of his tongs, is the Devil himself,
squawking and retching and whining.
‘Unhand me!’ The Devil is attempting to
give a show of haughty outrage, but this
is difficult with burning iron clasping your
nostrils. ‘I am a Prince, for goodness’ sake.
There are certain protocols, dues and
privileges. Oh I beg of you, do let go old
boy.’
‘We have no use for princes such as you in
Sussex,’ roars St Dunstan (and who would
have thought such a grizzly monk could
labour so with the tongs). ‘I’ll ask you now,
why did you come here? When as you
well know all the land from South Harting
to Rye, and from Newhaven to Rusper is
barred to you forever - with the exception
of Crawley.’
‘Ah, Crawley,’ said the Devil. Despite the
pain, a look almost of happy reminiscence
passes over his crimson face.
‘Why?’ insists St Dunstan, twisting the tongs
again. There is a tremendous racket now
in the workshop as the Devil is dragged
around, for his tail whisks everything off
shelves and benches.
‘Ouch, ouch, ouch,’ responds the Devil.
‘You know why I came - for your laundered,
starched, crisp and neatly folded soul.’
‘You shan’t have it,’ yells St Dunstan, panting
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with the effort. ‘What were you thinking of,
appearing as a woman like that? What if
I had given in? Imagine the gossip!’ The
Devil’s knees suddenly buckle and now the
breathless monk is standing over him.
There he is lying on the floor with his red
jacket torn and the buttons of his waistcoat
popping off as little glinting cinders. His
crimson bow tie is all puckered and loose.
He tries to smile, although - as you know
- the Devil hates his clothes to be rumpled
and mired. St Dunstan glimpses the sharp
teeth and forked tongue.
‘Look here,’ says the Devil. He is trying to
wrestle his head away. ‘I realise there has
been a mistake. A good man like you was
never going to fall for my old hidalgo act.
I see that now. Really I do. So if you’ll just
let me go, perhaps we could have a pint of
Harvey’s like proper gentlemen … possibly
over a game of cards?’
‘None of that!’
‘Then maybe a pinch of my puffball fungus
snuff? You’ll find it in my waistcoat.’
‘No,’ replies St Dunstan, Aethelstan’s man.
‘For all your yammering, I mean to wring
submission and promise out of you.’
It is now that St Dunstan really begins
to go to work. Never has the Devil been
subjected to such twisting, hauling agony.
He is stricken and buckled and wracked.
He begins to cough up gobs of flame. All
the while he moans like a wrestler caught in
a headlock who is refusing to give in.
‘No. No. No.’

‘You must yield to me and swear that you
will never darken us with your wicked ways
again.’ By one way or another St Dunstan
has dragged the Devil to the door of his
workshop. How he cringes and yowls. ‘Or
I swear by this iron that your princely nose
will never be the same again.’
‘Very well. Very well. Pax!’ gasps Devil,
with his voice hoarse and broken.
‘Good. Now swear upon all the grim
glories of your under-kingdom that you will
leave us unmolested forever.’
‘Yes, yes, yes. I swear,’ hisses the Devil.
St Dunstan unclappers his tongs and stands
back. The Devil – dishevelled, despoiled
and well-nigh dis-nosed – arises from the
dust of the yard. He straightens his collar
and smooths his centre-parting. Gingerly
and limping slightly on his shiny hooves, the
Prince of Darkness steps away and unfurls
his wings. He looks long and moodily at
the monk. However, St Dunstan knows that
even the Lord of Hell is bound by his own
promises.

vellum. Yet he is happy that he has foiled
the old Trickster with good iron and blessed
fire from Wealden charcoal.
As he gathers himself there comes a
skittering click from under an overturned
chair. He looks down to see a quick flash
of silver. It is the broken spider pendant
making a dash for the door. Across the floor
it darts into the open air. Clapshoe, the boy
who brings St Dunstan bread, is surprised
to find the exhausted monk stamping and
hopping around the yard, and beating the
ground with a stick.
St Dunstan never did catch the Devil’s
pendant, for it escaped into the grass at the
edge of the woods. So despite his promise
never to trouble the people of Sussex again,
the Devil left a tiny part of himself here and
for that, we have always to be on our toes.

‘No class,’ spits the Devil. Then he flies
off towards Tunbridge Wells to cool his
sore nostrils in the waters there (which
incidentally is the reason why that drink
they peddle just over the Kent border tastes
so sulphurous and ghastly).
St Dunstan casts aside his tongs and leans
against the door jamb. His scratchy brown
habit is soaked with sweat. His arms are
quivering like rushes. His workshop is a
chaos of tools and broken wood and torn
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Saint Brigid (2020)
acrylic on canvas
120 x 50 cm / 47 1/5 x 19 7/10 in.
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Saint Brigid

Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)
Make a rush cross and hang it above your
door. Choose an unmarried girl from
among you to make a Brídeóg and deck
the doll with ribbons and shells. Prepare
a bed for me, also of rushes. Do this and I
will enter your house on the evening before
Imbolc and sleep until dawn. Lightning will
never strike your roof again.
I am a daughter of the Sun and I come
to the world on the belly morning when
lambs are born onto fresh grass and
snowdrops. I am Three – Brigid, Guardian
of Poets, Brigid, Guardian of Physicians,
Brigid, Guardian of Blacksmiths. I face the
west, the south and the east, and spring is
always in my train. Blackbirds in the cherry
trees are my heralds.
Prayers to me can still the wind and the
rain. How long have such petitions been
made? Countless years - since the very
first wicker currachs beached on the white
sands of Ireland, loaded with ewes and
hens and sun-darkened settlers. These are
the people who carried my name along
with their livestock over the nine waves,
and so brought me also. I spread my cloak
across the great central plain and took it
for my own.

Before there was ever a monk or a priest
my sanctuary stood on the ridge at Drum
Criadh. Under a tall oak, nineteen sisters,
their skin like new milk, tended my living
flame. My face flickered there. Nothing
more truthful than fire. It was screened
by a hawthorn hedge and no man could
enter, for fear that they would go mad and
perish.
In later times men dressed me in the
white vestments of the church. They built
a monastery on the site of my shrine. To
them I have become the mother saint,
saying even that I am the wet-nurse of
Christ. And of course I take these roles. I
give succour to the boy who grows up to
be broken at Golgotha. I am a ribbon of
flame twisting in the darkness, both one
thing and another. Eternal.

All livestock are under my protection. The
milk of a white cow with red ears sustained
me as a child. I own two high shouldered
oxen. I tamed Torc Traith, the terrible
poison-tusked boar that ravaged Briton.
He grew gentle at my soothing.
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Saint Guthlac Assailed by the Demons
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

He came to Crowland knowing well that
the only living creatures for miles around
were the black carrion flock. Guthlac’s flatbottomed punt went out into the fenland,
to where the sky meets water. Winter wind,
moaned in from the North Sea. There, in
the reeds, he found an island, not more
than twenty paces across, a low grasstopped tomb rose in the centre.
Crows blew in, like rags of murder. They set
up an outraged carping. They have long
memories, crows. These ones remembered
the king who lay buried under the heaped
earth. There were small bare trees on
other islets nearby. The crows, settled in a
tiered senate, on every branch. The banter
among them rose in vast echoes. Filthy,
hammering oaths.
Crackling, venomspiked curses.
You would think that Guthlac was deaf to
the crow-spite. For he was shovelling into
the side of the tomb and laying the black
sods up into a wall. You would think that
Guthlac had no notion of what he was
doing. Yet this is exactly what he had come
for. As night fell he firmed up a circular hut,
all made of earth and then he went inside.
The haranguing crows fell silent. Their oily
eyes awaited the moon.
He was no lily priest Guthlac. He had stood
in the shieldwall of Aethelred. He gone into
Northumbria with the Mercian army and
hacked his part in the victory. After this
went to be a monk at Repton, but the need
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to fight ran deep in his belly. So, he girded
himself for combat out there in the sump
and mere. Once, he had shrugged a mail
shirt over his shoulders and fastened the
chin-lappings of a masked helmet. Once,
he had whetted a bitter sword with garnets
on the pommel. Now he wore only uncured
skins. His meat was boiled barley and his
drink was muddy water. He knew the bones
of a pagan lord lay under his feet. Guthlac,
the hermit, sat ready for battle.
In the sharp midnight of his vigil voices
clamoured outside. At first he thought the
crows had woken, for the accents were as
harsh as rusty shears, but quickly the tones
changed, melting to a chorus of sibilance
so quiet that he had to strain to hear. He
faced the open doorway which was nothing
more than a portal on absolute darkness.
He heard the splashing and sucking of
bodies heaving from the water. All the time
there were whispers. He realised they were
speaking the old British tongue. Yet no one
had spoken the language in the fens for a
hundred years. In the racing whispers he
caught Sweros – bitter, Dubia – blackness,
Cambos – crooked, Bragnos – rotten,
Calani – corpse.
As if a sluice had been opened the assailants
moiled into Guthlac’s cell. He spread his
arms and welcomed the fray. It was all
done blind. Stabbing, twisting and bending
his arms against the joints. He could not tell
how many of them there were. His groping

fingers tried to make sense of the shape of
them. A mess of limbs, fangs and carcass
stench. It was like he was being drowned
in a writhing eel trap. Their heads were
torqued backwards on twisted necks. Slick
scales slid around his legs. Sodden feathers
choked him.
‘Leave Crowland’ the demon mob hissed
as they gouged and clawed at his eyes.
Always his eyes. Guthlac returned with the
hefty Mercian war cry ‘Ut, Ut, Ut!’ Then,
although he was pinned down he shouted ‘I
have met you here to force your submission.
Even if you drag me to Hell, I’ll best you.
I stepped out between two armies to slay
champions. I had no fear then and less
now, for I have Christ in my smiting fists.’
At this the demons recoiled for an instant,
as if they had been lashed, but they quickly
renewed their assault.
Deep in the dark the struggle continued and
no man alive can tell the exact details of the
bowel-wrangling mad fight. Nevertheless,
sunrise saw Guthlac at the doorway of
his turf cell, bleeding and sprained and
scratched, but sitting straight and sure.
For once the crows of Crowland were silent.
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The Arrival of Aristobules into Britain
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

Midsummer day in the second year of Nero’s
reign. Our keel scraped the shingle and we
landed at last on the shore of Britannia. For
eight days our boat had flexed and groaned
on dark muscling waves. Night storms had
my two companions hammering prayers
for salvation like blacksmiths.

years.’

A boy stood before us and the sudden
glare of the morning sun. No more than
twelve, he carried a switch and drove two
large cows before him. He was painted
blue from toe to brow and the cattle were
as white as the new moon. Between their
black polished horns they wore crowns of
daisies and laurel. The boy smiled and
raised his hand. When he spoke, his words
slipped into the breeze like a chime of
silver bells. We had a Gaulish interpreter
with us. He went forward and attempted
to converse with the boy.

*

He came back shaking his head. ‘The
language is like mine but as if spoken by
people long dead,’ he said.
Tall white cliffs and the ever-shifting green
grass dazzled us. I screwed my eyes shut
and recalled the words of the fishermen
mending their nets by the old lighthouse in
Hispania.
‘Don’t go to that other land set alone in the
western sea’ said one.
‘Men with nothing to lose sail there to buy
tin,’ said another. ‘But only once in every ten
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‘It is a land of spells,’ added a woman who
was frying sardines in the shade.
A hoarse trumpet brayed somewhere
beyond the cliffs. When I opened my eyes
the boy and his cows had gone.
Seventy men sent out to the corners of the
world. Of all the journeys ours to Britannia
was perhaps the furthest. For it was
obvious, as we processed inland, that we
had entered a strange country. The very
air seemed different. You could taste the
tang of the green life on the wind. Always
there were folds of rain rolling in, or at least
the threat of them. And when there was no
rain, sudden walls of mist rose and turned
us onto paths we had not intended to take.
The roads were deep and lined with high
hedges. Soft earth and twisted forests, and
clear cold slaking streams.
Again the shivering trumpet sounded from
beyond a ridge. Then from across a wide
grassland we saw a chariot coming fast
downhill. The charioteer was hunched low
but another man was riding on the pole
between the small horses with his arms
outspread and javelins brandished to the
sky. Speedy as a swallow the chariot bore
down on us. The spearman rode the jolts
and tussocks like a dancer. Finally he leapt
down and with fiery eyes, and drawn back

lips, he spat a ringing curse at our faces.
As with the boy we had met earlier much
of his body was stained with blue whorls.
Where his skin was visible it was pale as
vellum. He wore a helmet with a gold boar
on the crest. Likewise gold bands flashed
on his arms and at his neck. His clothes
were all of checked wool in red, blue and
green - clashing and blazing as he moved.
Our interpreter, trembling, turned to us with
the words of the warrior. ‘See me. I am
Cassiuellanos. The heads of thirty of my
enemies hang from my rafters. I have a
pack of wild sons. These are my trackways,
my pastures, my corrals. Who gave you
permission to intrude? Answer carefully.
My sword rings with songs of slaughter.’

in the expectation of imminent carnage.
However, from behind them both came a
woman with hair like a red flame and a
diadem on her brow. She spoke with the
bristling chieftain. Then she turned to the
Gaul who gave her words to us.
‘My husband is easy now. Come to our
lodge. We have mead. Rest and then set
out an altar of white and green, and tell us
the fable you have brought.’

I asked the Gaul to give this reply. ‘I am
Aristobulus of Cyprus. I sold my house and
all my land to pay for our long journey.
We are not brave men, my companions
and I, but our fingers tingle with the touch
of my own brother Barnabas. He, in turn
embraced men who drank and ate bread
with Him who we call the Christ. Thus, we
carry in our hands and on our tongues the
new promise of Our Lord. The news is
wonderful but needs slow telling. Our story
will seem peculiar, but I would welcome the
chance to sit with you and explain. I repeat
we are not brave men, but we cannot go
back.’
Cassiuellanos listened with his chin jutting,
two javelins in his grasp and his sword half
drawn. The skittish horses dipped their
heads. The crouching charioteer grinned
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Saint Columba and the Picts (2020)
acrylic on canvas
91 x 122 cm / 35 4/5 x 48 in.
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Saint Columba and the Picts
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

How he gained entry without knocking.
Briochan, chief druid of King Bridie, gave
a cry that shivered the flat stones on both
sides of the loch. ‘The name of this man
who stands against us was once The
Whelp, so little did his family consider his
worth. Now he sidles into Pictland as Dove
of the Church. What have we to fear from
a chancer with such weak credentials?
Let us drive him out, this twister with his
foppish blether.’ On the grey rocks behind
Briochan were ranged his acolytes and
they cheered.
From the far side of the loch came
Columba’s reply. ‘I am of the line of Niall
Noígíallach and a prince of Tír Chonaill. My
voice can be heard across hills and valleys.
I have fought with men and devils. I mean
to go and strive with King Bridie and give
him the truth of the world. He will hear me
as an equal. You will not stand in my way.’
‘This man is a liar,’ Shouted Briochan across
the dull water. ‘His words are as flimsy as
a virgin’s kisses. I have heard of his god.
They nailed him to a tree and he died.
Our is the power over elements handed
to us from the beginning. Let us show him
what we can do.’ Briochan raised his hand
and a mist came down on the loch so that
could it seemed as if the world had been
swallowed. On the heels of the mist came
a chill wind so that the men on either side
were set shivering.
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However, Columba’s clear voice cut away
the mist. ‘See how this trick falls back at
my command. Now it is nearly cleared.’
Sure enough Briochan could see across the
loch. There were Columba’s men reclining
on the banks here and there, at their ease.
They were smiling and joking, and shaking
off the chill as though they were at a fair.
‘These are my stout Culdees.’ said Columba
and his voice was so loud that Briochan’s
acolytes put their hands over their ears.
‘They came out of Ireland with me. Good
lads, all of them.’ Columba walked down
into the footwaters of the loch. ‘See now
Briochan, your conjuring of vapour afflicted
everyone, not just us on this side. Your
followers are clapping their arms to arm
up and down, like a team of sickly hurlers
trying to warm up.
Have a look at my blackthorn staff. I left it
by mistake on Iona, so it followed me all the
way north until it arrived of its own accord
this morning. Let me show you something.’
Columba brandished his staff and the sun
flashed behind him so that Briochan and
his men were dazzled. Then he wielded it
again and the water of the loch reared in
a tower that fell quickly over everyone on
the opposite shore. The culdee’s laughed
and applauded their priest. Briochan was
left alone as his drenched followers quickly
deserted him.
‘I will be at Bridie’s gates tomorrow morning.

Tell him that I serve greater master than he.
Now we must kneel to make our prayers.’
*

the doors swung open, untouched by any
mortal hand. In strode Columba, sure
proud and haughty.
In this way Christianity brought to Pictland.

First light, as the cockerels roused
themselves, the sentries at King Bridie’s
fortress looked out, for they had heard
a purposeful tramp on the path below.
Up came Columba rangy and ready. He
looked eager for the fight and his culdees
crowded behind him.
Outside the gates stood a mailed war
troop of Picts. They were painted in stripes
and spirals and they prickled like thorny
kindling. Yet they parted before Columba
and his unarmed men. Briochan looked
down from the battlement, saying ‘I have
spoken with the King and convinced him to
have nothing at all to do with you.’
Columba looked up and laughed. His voice
was like swords falling down a well. ‘My
vestments are as white as yours. I built a
monastery in an oak grove. My tonsure is
the crescent like yours. These culdees have
never heard of a Pope. The tunes of our
hymns are as ancient as the wind in the
trees that inspired them. All is the same,
the old and the new; excepting that my
druid is Christ the Son of God. Now stand
back. For I mean to come in and hear a
while of King Bridie’s crack.’
With his blackthorn Columba then made
a deliberate sign of the Holy Cross on the
gates. The bolts drew back and the and
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Saint Melangell (2021)
acrylic on canvas
122 x 91 cm / 48 x 35.8 in.
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Saint Melangell

Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)
I fled from Ireland because my father
wished to marry me off. My virginity is as
radiant as sun on the sea. This I carried to
the forests of Powys. I found a mound in
a deep thicket at the end of a steep valley.
For long years I kept myself in the
remoteness. Happy to be beyond, hidden,
apart.
One day I heard the tumble yelp of hounds
in the distance and the vaulting sunder of
a hunting horn. Then a hare, crazy-eyed,
from its flight leaped through a gap in the
coppice and fell panting at my bare white
feet. I brushed its long ears sleekly back.

me means I can read the psalms even at
midnight.’
The prince of Powys knelt before me. ‘I did
not know of your existence.’ he said. ‘What
do you desire?’
‘Leave me in solitude. Leave me to raise a
little abbey here on the mound surrounded
by old yew trees. Leave me to guard the
hares.’
‘Very well,’ said the Prince. He then rode
away into the land of men.

Then came the dogs and a man with a
horse in red harness. He rode up to the
wall of my thorn-screen. He put his hand
across his eyes. The light of my purity
banishes all shadows.
‘I am Brochwell Ysgithrog. Prince of these
cantrefs. This is my covert, my steep valley.
The hare and all other game belong to me.
‘You cannot pass beyond this green wall.’ I
replied.
The Prince dismounted and drew near
to the hedge. My light made him wince.
‘How do you survive?’ He asked.
‘By the water of the stream. The cress
and berries. By the eggs of the plover and
beech nuts.’ I replied. ‘And by secluded
devotion. For the light that breaks from
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“Joe Machine’s astonishing progress in both life and art
mark him out as one of the most significant
contemporary artists”.
Charles Thomson, co-founder of Stuckism

Genesis Series

Learning Deuteronomy, Chapter Six (2017)
acrylic on canvas
102 x 137 cm / 40 1/5 x 53 9/10 in.
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Three Wise Men (2017)
acrylic on canvas
91 x 122 cm / 35 4/5 x 48 in.
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“The name Arthur itself is often taken to derive from the
old Brythonic Arto-rig, or ‘Bear King.’ To come close to
Arthur we need to look at him in all his incarnations...”
Steven O’Brien in Britannic Myths, pg.15

Arthurian Cycle

The Meeting of Arthur and Merlin (2019)
acrylic on canvas
122 x 91 cm / 48 x 35 4/5 in.
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The Meeting of Arthur and Merlin
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)
i
We walk beyond a hedge of rain
To a man seated on a brocade mantle
And among the gold there is a woven
apple,
Red at each corner.
I notice at first his face is blurred,
So that he can see all, but none may see
him.
Nimue brings me to stand at his feet
Clearly a man here who moves between
Annwfn and this world,
Easy in this condition too
Nimue says ‘This is Arthur of much fame
who is in need of you.’
‘Why?’ I ask.

As I follow him beyond the border of rain
And as the mist slowly clears from Arthur’s
features I see his skin is lik washed chalk.
We are now in green rolling hills and we
stand on a terrace above a broken field.
Arthur tells me that a palace once stood
here, tenanted by his ancestors
With lands down to the Aremori that faces
Gaul.
But grey-eyed hungry men tore it all down
and now there are only stones
That the peasants plough up
And so they call the field Dragon’s Foot.
Arthur asks ‘Will you help me Merlin?
I am a man ever on the march. Yet I need
one such as you with me
Who brings with him the secrets of Annwfn.’

‘Because he is a king,’ she replies.
‘And I am bearing watch over all his life,’
she says,
‘So go you with him Merlin and be the
Awenyddion of counsel to Arthur.
For I cannot set foor beyond the water.’
ii
When Nimue bids farewell to Arthur Isee
by their parting eyes there much between
them.
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Nimue of the Pale Countenance (2020)
acrylic on canvas
122 x 91 cm / 48 x 35 4/5 in.
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Nimue of the Pale Countenance
Text by Steven O’Brien (2021)

Dark is the loom tide of the lake.
I have flickered through blind fathoms
To the clear still shallows
Of the water-fasten that holds
My country apart from yours.
I bring a wish-blade made itself all of water
To the upper world
Hammered from deep cold stone water
In the springs of midnight water
And the higher I reach the more it becomes.
I have nursed it for a moon time;
A silver fin etched on both sides
In a hoar frost tongue of blue verglas ‘Take Me Up’ it says and ‘Cast Me Away.’

When first he draws this sword
It will shriek like an eagle
And dazzle his enemies.
It will also bind him and he will forever
Be a man wading the marches
Between waking and dreaming.
This is the gift.
Yet now
It is enough
To see how the hairs on his arm move
As he reaches to take the hilt.
I open my fingers, they glide through his
And then I sink.

Skim-ice along its edges clave
The pitch of the currents as I rose.
Now it shears the surface of the pool
That was unbroken by rain.
This man approaching
Has walked a holloway of alder and willow.
His face eddying like a lily,
Wary eyed, as if questioning his journey,
This proffered treasure.
Well might he hesitate,
As I watch among the trout glades
With the washed steel singing above me,
Its point biting my palm.
For all his life will be a racing torrent
Like a mountain beck in the spring thaw.
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Joe Machine: From the Gutter to the Stars
Text by Charles Thomson, Co-founder of the Stuckists
Joe Machine is an artist who has had
an extraordinary life and paints his
experiences to produced extraordinary art,
not – as it might seem – to shock or create
a public image, but as a means of personal
evolution to spiritual truth.
Looking at some of his work, showing
blood-spattered sailors attacking each
other with broken bottles or cut-throat
razors, in between soulless sexual
encounters with prostitutes, one might well
think that the spiritual is the one thing that
is not engaged with.
However, we have to look at the wisdom
of the psychologist Carl Jung: “One does
not become enlightened by imagining
figures of light, but by making the darkness
conscious.” Similarly the Tibetan lama,
Chogyam Trungpa, talked of the positive
use of neuroses arising in meditation: “Like
manure, we do not throw our neuroses
away, but we spread them on our garden;
they become part of our richness.”
Joe Machine started his artistic journey
of self expression without having to read
either of these authors. He reached the
same conclusion through his own innate
insight, realising that in order to evolve
he had to transform his inner demons by
confronting and accepting them.
This was confirmed and widened by
subsequent investigation of ideas by Freud
and Jung, particularly the latter’s definition

of the human “shadow” and the advocacy
of being “whole” rather than “good”.
Joe has certainly had a life that has given
him the experiences to do this. He was
brought up in Sheerness, a naval town
on the Isle of Sheppey off the east coast
of southern England. Before he even
reached his teens he had seen vicious
fights between sailors, resulting in men with
slashed faces or severed ears screaming
in the street. He was also exposed to hard
core pornography.
His friends as a youth were violent petty
criminals and Joe fitted into this, gaining
a criminal record and serving time in
youth prisons, including periods of solitary
confinement – which he credits with giving
a great stimulus to his imagination, there
being nothing much else to do in such
circumstances.
He was involved in the illegal sport of
dog fighting. He worked as a doorman
on rough nightclubs in south London with
more witnessing of, and participation in,
violence. And he discovered art.
This proved to be the transformative
experience of his life, without which he is
convinced he would by now be serving
a long sentence in jail. He knew he had
to paint the truth of his life and did so via
the symbolism of the sailors who had so
fascinated yet also terrified him as a child.
The intensity is magnified by the invariable
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black backgrounds he used.
It is therefore understandable that a
writer such as Dr Robert Janás in his book
Stuckism International should see “figures,
contrasted against a blackness, which
evokes bottomless and despairing depth
... capturing the depressive side of life, and
the intense energy of his painting is invested
in its hopelessness.”
It helped that I began to know Joe well,
both as a colleague and friend, and that
I had the chance to own some of his work,
thereby being exposed to it over a long
period of time on my wall: eventually
I came to the understanding that his
figures were not acting in the way they
did because they were the dehumanized
robots of hopelessness, but because of
their humanity, albeit often anguished and
gross, with very little resource to evolve out
of that, but nevertheless with the potential
to do so.
This has proved to be the case for both the art
and the artist. Starting with psychotherapy
for his problems, Joe has evolved into
intense meditation and prayer practices as
well as a staunch ethical mindset. His work
in the last six years has embodied this in
what must count as one of the most striking
evolutions in art history. Indeed a show in
2013 at the CNB gallery in London was titled
“Machine Evolution”.
With the same conviction and intensity that
he portrayed the bleakness of blood in the
gutter, he has portrayed spiritual intensity
and archetypal mythology in series of
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paintings based on the biblical Book of
Genesis, as well as stories from ancient
Britain.
There is a confidence, clarity and
unaffected directness in these works that
create – or rather record – a transcendent
reality, which the viewer is invited to share.
It is easy to talk about spiritual matters and
to paint images and symbols pertaining to
them. It is a rare facility to create an image
which embodies them and becomes a
meditation in its own right. This is what Joe
unerringly does.
The colours he uses when, for example,
he depicts God talking to Enoch have a
serene clarity which is not of this world, but
of another “higher” world. He has, in some
way, entered into this or at least touched
on it, and we are able to access it likewise
through his rendition of it.
There has been quite a journey in the 18
years since I first met Joe when he became
one of the initial 13 artists in the Stuckists
art group, which I founded in 1999 with
Billy Childish (who left in 2001) to promote
contemporary figurative painting with
ideas and emotion. Stuckism has since
become an international movement of 240
groups in 50 countries and around 2,500
artists.
Joe credits Stuckism as a significant influence
on him and has remained a leading light
of the movement. He has been praised
and backed by world-renowned critic
and curator, Edward Lucie-Smith (author
of over 150 books, including Art Today),

who has likened him to “many of the most
remarkable artists of the Modern and Post
Modern epoch”, such as Francis Bacon, in
being self-taught, as well as William Blake
from an earlier epoch. (It is worth pointing
out that Francis Bacon too achieved a
unique portrayal of suffering humanity,
but, unlike Joe, did not achieve the heroic
passage to redeemed humanity.) Joe has
provided woodblock prints to illustrate two
of Edward’s books of poems.

to love
but the poem’s seeker is disappointed,
a Spirit that strove
For truth, and like the Preacher found
it not.
Unlike the Preacher, Joe has not been
disappointed, but has found truth which
can benefit us all.

Another key figure who has strongly
backed Joe is Steve O’Brien, editor of the
long-established literary and art journal,
The London Magazine. Joe’s Britannic
Myths series of paintings is one result of
their collaboration, as is the book, Britannic
Myths, illustrated by Joe. Marina Warner,
Laura Gascoigne and Robin Dutt are all
critics of standing who have commended
Joe’s work.
When I look at Joe’s images, particularly the
more recent ones, Shelley’s famous poem
comes to mind, beginning:
Lift not the painted veil which those
who life
Call life.
Joe has succeeded in lifting the “painted
veil” of mundane life, and shown what he
has found through the medium of paint.
Like Shelley’s protagonist
he sought,
For his lost heart was tender, things
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A BRITISH ORIGINAL
Text by Edward Lucie-Smith

The history of British art, from William Blake
to Francis Bacon, is littered with artists
who have followed extremely unorthodox
paths to artistic achievement and maturity.
Recently a particularly fascinating example
of this has began to make an impact on
the current art scene – just at the moment
when the much-touted YBA group of the
Nineties and Noughties has started to run
out of steam.
Joe Machine, born Joe Stokes, owes his
beginnings as an artist to the ‘re-modernist’
Stuckist Group, best known as vocal
opponents of the Turner Prize, and foes
of Tate Modern’s official, state-subsidized
version of avant-gardism.
Stuckism has more tangled origins than
may appear to be the case at first sight.
Its roots are in the-as-yet little chronicled
Medway arts scene of the 1990s, which
was in many ways a new version of the
now revered Liverpool Scene of twenty to
thirty years earlier, with the same mixture
of punk rock, performance poetry and art.
Other well knownalumni of this are the
painter, poet and novelist Billy Childish,
and the Royal Academy’s current Professor
of Drawing, Tracey Emin CBE. It was in
fact Tracey Emin who provided the group
with its name, on one occasion yelling at
Childish, then her boyfriend, ‘The trouble
with you, Billy is that you’re Stuck! Stuck!
Stuck!’

Joe Machine first came to Stuckism, not
as a painter, but as a writer, a member
of the Medway Poets group, and through
publishing pamphlets of his verse with Billy
Childish’s small guerilla imprint, Hangman
Books. Through Childish, he met another
poet and painter, Charles Thomson. In
1999, when Thomson told him that he was
putting together a new art group, intended
to counter ‘the conceptualist degeneracy
of the British art world’, Joe Machine
volunteered himself as a founder member.
What he brought to Stuckism was
considerable personal baggage. His father
ran an amusement arcade in Leysdownon-Sea, on the Isle of Sheppey, which, in
turn, is located at the mouth of the river
Medway. His family origins are part Romany
and part Jewish. Constantly in trouble as a
child, he graduated to petty theft and then
to shoplifting and burglary. He was sent to
an approved school at age 15, and then to
Dover Borstal in the following year. In 1998,
he began a course of psychotherapy for
problems of sex and violence.
Most of his early work as painter is directly
autobiographical, and often extremely
erotic and violent. The imagery has a fairly
obvious therapeutic function – by putting
images of this kind into his art, Machine
was able to gain control over his own
dangerous feelings and impulses. This gives
what is represented the kind of memorable
force that also emerges from a number
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of Francis Bacon’s early paintings, made
for the similar reasons of self-therapy. The
paintings show a particular fascination with
the sailors who are part of the urban scene
in the naval dockyard town of Chatham,
which is also on the Medway.

go to a castle full of miraculous happenings,
in order to witness the Chymical Wedding
of the King and Queen, the archetype of
all husbands to the archetype of all brides.
Joe Machine says that his interpretation of
Genesis is essentially ‘the story of a failure’.

More recently Joe Machine’s work has
started to expand into a much greater
variety of themes. The chief new series
are one devoted to the Book of Genesis,
one about Britannic Myths, and a series
of landscape paintings inspired by Kentish
woodlands.

Another series is that of Britannic Myths.
One major interest of both these series is
the fact that they are extended narratives,
made at a time when narrative has become
unfamiliar in painting, though it survives
more successfully in artists’ video and also
in photography.

Anyone who looks at the paintings of the
‘Genesis’ series must, I think, be struck by
the way in which they often seem to echo
the mood of the images in Blake’s Prophetic
Books. Stylistically, the resemblance is
not so close, as Joe Machine has little, if
any trace of Blake’s Neo-Classicism. The
drawing, in fact, is more like what one sees
in Romanesque and Early Gothic book
illuminations, but with none of the selfconscious aping of the medieval that one
finds in the early phases of Pre-Raphaelite
art. At this point, however, it is worth noting
that the Pre-Raphaelites were aware of
Blake, and to some minor extent were
perhaps influenced by him.

The landscape series made at the same
time has no narrative content. We are
confronted by the stillness of nature. The
style Joe Machine adopts for these paintings
is deliberately stylized and formal, but
they also have something about them
that will remind spectators of the mystical
Shoreham period paintings of Samuel
Palmer. Shoreham, as it happens, is also in
Kent, not on the Medway, but on the River
Darent, at the other end of the county.

It is noticeable that his interpretation of
the text of Genesis is often heterodox. For
example, the serpent that tempts Eve is
replaced by a red robed Catholic cleric. One
painting, entitled Chemical Wedding, refers
to a famous Rosicrucian text, The Chymical
Wedding of Christian Rosenkreutz. In it, the
hero of an allegorical romance is invited to
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A striking feature of all three series, despite
the disparity of their subject matter, is that
they share an immediately recognizable
artistic language. Once you’ve seen a
Joe Machine you will have no difficulty
in spotting his hand in any other, though
the subject may be entirely different. As a
working critic, constantly looking at new art
of all varieties, I find this faintly ironic, not
least because Joe Machine is an untrained
artist (once again like Francis Bacon) who
has never attended an art school, and who
has had to find his own path, without any

sort of professional formation.
We live at a time when major art schools
have in fact very often been reluctant to
offer technical instruction, on the grounds
that students must be left to ‘find their
own way’ and at the same time ‘find
themselves’. Yet the work done by these
young artists is often so much of one – at
a given moment fashionable – kind that it
is difficult to distinguish the products of one
of these aspirants from those made by a
contemporary trained, or deliberately left
untrained by the same institution.
Joe Machine has passed his fortieth
birthday, and looking at his current work
it is clear, however one reacts to it in other
respects, that it is the record of a quest for
the self. It seems to me fascinating, and also
wonderfully ironic, that he has been more
successful in finding that self, and pinning
it down in memorable images, than almost
all of his ‘insider’ contemporaries.
Updated from an article first published by
The London Magazine
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About Joe Machine
Joe Machine is a world- renowned artist,
illustrator and writer described by the
legendary art critic Edward Lucie- Smith
as being the successor to Francis Bacon
and William Blake. Having risen from a
troubled upbringing and involvement in
crime, he has become one of the most
important British artists.
He is a founder member of the Stuckist art
movement and painter in residence for
the Prometheus Project in Trieste, Italy. He
has exhibited at many prestigious venues
in London and the UK and internationally
in the U.S.A, France, Italy and the Czech
Republic. He is known for his instantly
recognisable style of painting which
incorporates archetypal imagery and
esoteric symbolism within his religious and
mythological works.
He has collaborated with the mythographer
and editor of The London Magazine Dr.
Steven O’Brien, on several visual exhibitions
and provided illustrations for Dr. O’Brien’s
book ‘Britannic Myths’.
He has also illustrated two volumes of
poetry for Edward Lucie-Smith, ‘Making
For The Exit’ and ‘Surviving’ as well as ‘The
Beowulf Oracle’ for John Matthews.
Joe is currently working on a new series of
paintings based on Dr. O’Brien’s Arthurian
cycle of writings and a major exhibition
‘Saints Of Britain’ for the Vatican.

and children.

Education
1989 | Borstal, Young Offenders Secure
Training Centre
1988 | Approved School
1979 | Eastchurch School

Awards and Residencies
2015 | Painter in Residence, The Prometheus
Project
2012 | Grand Prize, Cork Street Open
Exhibition
2001 | The Real Turner Prize

Collections
The David Roberts Collection, London
The Claudio Crismani Collection, Trieste
Edward Lucie-Smith, London
The London Collectors Club, London & St.
Petersburg
Sir Michael Howard, London

Joe Machine lives in Somerset with his wife
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Exhibition History
Solo Exhibitions
2020
Unseen Spring, Virtual Show, London
Magazine, London
2017
Britannic Myths, Shapero, London

2013
Sex. Death and Men of the Sea, The Old
Laundry Gallery, Margate
Machine Evolution, Cock ‘n’ Bull Gallery,
London
2011
The Unseen Animal, Amuti 23 Gallery,
Dalston

2016
Britannic Myths, CNB Gallery, London
The Life of St Stephen, St Stephen Walbrook,
London
2015
The Krays’ Bedtime Stories, Lollipop Gallery,
London
The Sailor Paintings of Joe Machine, Lux Art
Gallery, Trieste
Prometheus, Woland Art Space, Trieste
2014
The Paintings of Joe Machine, Home House
Private Members Club, London
Russian Fairytales, Russian Cultural Centre,
London
Alice in Wonderland/Alice in The Art World,
Clapham Omnibus, London
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Selected Group Exhibitions
2017
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Rationale for the
Ongoing Collaboration
Between
Steven O’Brien and Joe
Machine
Text by Steven O’Brien

Joe Machine and Steven O’Brien have
been collaborating within the compass
of mythography since 2015. Their 2017
publication Britannic Myths was a creative
exploration of the profound narrative
textures of ancient British and Irish stories.
They continue to share ideas for fresh
artistic and writing possibilities from within
the compass of the sacred stories, ritual
landscapes and totemic historical figures.
The current series comprises re-utterances
of figures from the Abrahamic tradition.

About Steven O’Brien
Steven O’Brien is an academic, poet,
essayist, and novelist. He has a particular
specialism in mythography. Since 2011
he has been the editor of The London
Magazine, the world’s oldest journal of the
arts and literature. He holds a PhD from
the University of Sussex which focussed on
a Jungian exploration of mythology and the
creative imagination. He leads the PhD and
MA programmes in Writing at the University
of Portsmouth.
Editor of The London Magazine
Author of Britannic Myths

‘‘Steven O’Brien has forged a word-music, to
match the strange, fierce magic tales’’
Marina Warner in Britannic Myths, 2017
‘‘You know when you have heard a good story
when its memory lingers for a long time after
its telling.’’
Richard Hamilton in Britannic Myths, 2017
‘‘Steven O’Brien’s imagination and illuminating
imagery leap to and fro across time’’
Maggie Butt in Scrying Stone, 2010
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